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Re: "The fine print's a little bit murky; Epcor role in waterline insurance offer raises 
questions," by Paula Simons, the Journal, Nov. 17. 

Paula Simons's column paints HomeServe's insurance offer in a dismal light. If you 
crunch the numbers HomeServe provided her, the issue becomes more disgusting. 

HomeServe vice-president Myles Meehan said 1,500 Albertans have bought insurance 
for their water or sewer lines, and it has paid out only one claim. 

For the sake of argument, assume all 1,500 Albertans bought only waterline insurance 
immediately after the June mail-out. At $10 a month for five months, HomeServe has 
collected $75,000 in premiums and paid out $8,000. 

While I acknowledge not all of the 1,500 people have paid for their insurance for five 
months, it is also likely many of them are also paying $16 a month for sewer insurance, 
so the actual amount collected by HomeServe is probably even higher. 

Clearly the premium is unrelated to the risk the insurance company is assuming. 

A consumer who chooses to buy insurance for both water and sewer is paying $312 a 
year. This amount is starting to approach the cost of minimal insurance coverage for an 
entire house. 

HomeServe has one price for everyone. If you buy any other type of insurance coverage, 
the insurance company will ask you questions about your driving record or the type of 
house you own to get an accurate picture of the risk it is undertaking. 

HomeServe, however, seems unconcerned about factors such as trees on your lot or the 
age of your pipes that would indicate the risk it is taking on. Could this be because they 
know how low the actual risk is? 
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